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Do Now

On a MWB, answer the following questions based on the first session 
then discuss with your tutor.

1. Why is difficulty desirable when revising?
2. Why should we avoid naïve practice?
3. How do we avoid forgetting new material?
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Do Now

Tutor Discussion of Answers:

1. Difficulty is desirable because revision should be challenging us to 
recall information, not just confirming what we already know. This 
gives us a false sense of success. 

2. Naïve practice should be avoided because although it feels reassuring 
to go over content that we already know, it is not effective revision.

3. We avoid forgetting new material by making time for deliberate 
practice and recall.
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Summarising 
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Cornell Notes
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Examples 
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Examples 
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Examples 
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Examples 
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Cornell Notes Summary 

1. Take an A4 page of lined 
paper.

2. Divide the page into the 
following sections: Title, Cues, 
Notes and Summary.

3. Choose a section from a 
textbook, revision guide or 
class booklet. This could be a 
theory, process or event.

4. Read the section you have 
chosen.
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Cornell Notes Summary 

1. As you read, decide on the 
key words or questions that 
arise – put these in the Cues 
section.
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Cornell Notes Summary 

1. Then, put the notes that 
answer these questions or 
define the key words into the 
Notes section.
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Cornell Notes Summary 

1. When you have finished 
reading, summarise at the 
bottom of your page what you 
have read. This goes in the 
Summary section.
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Cornell Notes Quiz 

1. With a partner, correctly label 
the three parts of the Cornell 
Notes template.
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Cornell Notes Quiz 
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Next Steps

• This week in subject intervention time, you will practise using 
Cornell Notes with your form tutor.

• This will be an opportunity to practise using a revision technique 
that you may not have used before.

• Becoming more confident in this technique will mean that you 
can use it for your other subjects too.


